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CONTINENTAL INVADERS ON THE HEATH!

Self-sown Scots Pine or Scots Fir is abundant on the sandy commons of mid and southern England, forming
extensive areas of semi-natural woodland. This is the continental race of Pinus sylvestris and, being well adapted to
infertile soils, has been colonising heathland since the late 19th century from ornamental and commercial plantations.
These heaths were virtually treeless before this fashion in landscape planting occurred. For example, during his tour
of Britain in 1724-25, the traveller and writer Daniel Defoe complained that Bagshott Heath in Surrey was vast and
'given up to barrenness' and that heather was the only.shelter from the 'clouds of sand'. The poet John Clare mirrors
this vastness and absence of trees when he mourns the loss of his Northamptonshire common to enclosure:

A mighty flat, undwarfed by bush or tree,
Spread its faint shadow of immensity
And lost itself, which seemed to eke its bounds,
In the blue mist the horizon's edge surrounds.
[Enclosure, circa 1820]
Nearer home, the naturalist Gilbert White, in around 1770, described Woolmer Forest in Hampshire as

seventeen square miles of 'heath and fern ...without having one standing tree in the whole extent.' He also tells us that
such places were very important for grazing and for cutting peat and turf. These were fuels of necessity, not choice,
and even dried cow dung was collected, such was the scarcity of kindling wood. It is therefore not surprising that
with this degree of exploitation trees could not grow on these commons. Sussex would have been no different and in
1813 the agriculturist Arthur Young estimated its 'desert tracts' and 'mere wastes' at 110,000 acres. Ten years later the
farmer and writer William Cobbett, who despised these same wastes, described the new pine plantations as being as
ugly as the bare and 'rascally' heaths on which they grew.



At Midhurst the earliest documentation of landscape pine plantations comes from a Cow dray estate map
which refers to the 9th Viscount Montague (1793-1797) as having planted on North Heath 'several clumps of fir'-
the old name for pine. Next, in 1802, his neighbour Lord Robert Spencer enclosed three acres for tree planting on
Midhurst Common just north of Sunset Hill - 'for the.purpose of ornament to and picturesque object from' his house
in Woolbeding. It is probable that he used pines because the 1842 Midhurst Tithe map denotes the area as 'fir'. Later,
even larger commercial plantations developed during the 1840's in the Woolbeding Severals heath area.

These introductions to the local landscape show up clearly in Rob Scaife's pollen profiles from New Pond bog
which fortunately survived peat extraction because of its historic use as a willow and alder copse. At about one
metre down or two centuries ago, Pinus sylvestris pollen appears. Alas, there is little or no indication from the lower
peat levels that any of the truly native pine which grew here 10,000 years ago survived the succession to mixed oak
forest when the climate warmed rapidly circa 6000BC. Some scientists suggest that in the more acidic waterlogged
areas, unfavourable to the growth of woodland, pockets of stunted pine could have persisted in open bogs; a theory
encouraged by the heather flora whose small but significant amounts of pollen can be traced down to the Late Glacial
tundra levels. However, rescued from Midhurst's fortification ditch are sediments which have preserved an even more
detailed, albeit brief, record of the local landscape circa 1250-1600.As expected, Rob's subsequent analysis shows a
strong and continuous heathland signal but no significant pine pollen. It appears that there was no Scots Pine around
Midhurst at this time even though there were great expanses of heath and acid peat throughout the district.

By the mid 19th century the abundance of plantations created a great potential to colonise downwind on to any
unused heathland. This seems to be apparent from the eastward spread of the fir-like triangular symbols depicted on
the 1874 Ordnance Survey map, the above extract of which shows the western side of Midhurst Common abutting
the Severals. These symbols, with their dense branches and the absence of a central stem, seem to be deliberately
distinct from the standard fir symbol of that period. Unfortunately the former has no keyed explanation. So, did the
map surveyors in about 1872 see a vista of sapling pines sufficiently small for their stems to be hidden by heather re-
growth but tall enough to make a distant impression - an unprecedented colonisation of self-sown pines on the open
heath? If so, it must have been at a time of reduced grazing in order for any seedlings to get established. Perhaps they
first grew on the bare soils of peat cuttings, increasingly abandoned as coal became more available due to the new
railway in 1864. Whatever the cause, since that time there has been a general increase in Scots Pine at the expense of
the Common's prehistoric heath which will soon disappear without substantial clearance work.

(Murray Marr)

The Victorians added another invasive plant to the flora of the Common, Rhododendron ponticum. Although it
looks very pretty when in flower, this plant will, if left unchecked, cover the ground with an impenetrable thicket.
After Cow dray Estate had removed pine from this, the largest remaining area of heather heath on the Common, the
Friends teamed up with The Heathland Project to remove 'Rhody' during March, 2003. The event was well attended
by both young and old and a substantial clearance was made.

We are holding another Midhurst Common Clearance Day together with the Heathland Project on Sunday, 18th
January. The day starts at 10.30 and will go on to mid-afternoon. You are welcome for any part, or all of the day. Bring
a bow saw or pair of cutters, if you have one, if not we can provide, and a packed lunch if staying all day. Meet at the
old Cattle Arch, off Bepton Road at 10.30, or ring Mike Edwards, (01730) 810482 for details before the day.


